
Inspire your audience to step into their 
creative power to become stronger 
contributors, collaborators, and leaders.

Swipe Left: Banish Your Inner Critic  
Meet your Inner Critic, learn to break the power that it wields 
over you, and rescue your innate creativity from its clutches  
so you can share your full potential with the world.

Infinite Possibilities  
Use creativity as a compass to guide you towards a path of 
opportunity. Adopt a growth mindset, find your flow, and  
create unlimited possibilities for your career.

The Creativity (R)Evolution  
When does one equal far more than one? Join the (R)Evolution 
to discover how to cultivate your creative spark and that of 
others to set you, your team, and your company on the path  
to Betterness.

Co-Create: Creating Better Together  
The creative genius is not, in fact, a loner. Learn to tap into  
the chemistry of your team to leverage collective talents and 
unlock innovation — together.

Engage@DeniseJacobs.com    +1.305.396.1123

WHY DENISE?

With Creativity Evangelist Denise Jacobs,  
the keynote is never just a keynote. Her 
Creative Doses are informative, entertaining, 
and magically draw people into a world full  
of possibility. 

Denise grabs her participants’ hands, pulls 
them out of their seats, and takes them on 
a journey alongside her to show them what 
reaching their potential might feel like. 

Audiences introduced to this world in  
her high-energy opening keynotes carry  
the enthusiasm and takeaways with 
them throughout the rest of the event. 

In her closing keynotes, Denise captures the 
heartbeat of the event, weaving insights and 
ideas from previous speakers into her own to 
send attendees home inspired to act. 

Denise’s keynotes and trainings are catalysts 
for transformation: many participants have 
gone on to publish articles, speak, create 
mentoring programs, and improve their 
businesses. Denise inspires people to 
not only find their place in the sun, but to 
begin to spread a contagion of creativity 
throughout the world.

Powerful, impactful events need Denise’s 
Creative Dose™.

Denise teaches 
her audiences 
how to tap  
into the power  
of creativity  
in order to do  
their best work.

CREATIVE DOSES

DeniseJacobs.com



TRANSFORMATION 
BEYOND THE STAGE
Denise’s expertly crafted keynotes and workshops are 
designed to dovetail with her books and learning programs.  
With her book Banish Your Inner Critic, participants can 
continue receiving Denise’s heartfelt inspiration and 
guidance to nurture their seeds of transformation.

THE REVITALIZED

ENGAGE DENISE

AUDIENCE LOVE

Bring your participants into the ranks of the revitalized!

Denise would love to be a part of your event! Get in touch to discuss availability and rates.

“I can’t wait to re-watch @denisejacobs’ talk 
multiple times and it’s not even over yet. #wd15 
#hackcreativity” 

Jai Mitchell | @Ganticdotco

“Best speaker I’ve ever heard - @denisejacobs 
on Banishing your Inner Critic. So engaging and 
reassuring! #INBOUND15 Strike a power pose!” 

Jane Serra | @JSerraMktg 

“Nailed it again today @denisejacobs. Thank you 
for another engaging and mind-blowing talk. 
#uxlx #creatingbettertogether” 

Adam Bruzon | @adambruzon 

“You were so inspiring today @denisejacobs and 
I also loved that you gave us a deadline - talk 
about knowing your audience! #IABC2017” 

Liisa Sheldrick | @liisamarjatta

“Fantastic final keynote on “Infinite Possibilities.” 
Inspired. Great integration of other talks. Thank 
you @denisejacobs #dpm2015” 

Mia Levesque | @xmiax 

“@denisejacobs is my spirit animal. Such an 
awesome speaker with a great message.  
Thank you Denise and #Agile2017!” 

Joe Ziadeh | @JoeAgile

“Denise Jacobs was amazing. This was the best way 
to end the conference. #uxpa2013”

Carmen Broomes | @carmenbroomes

“Denise, I would just like to thank you for being 
part of our Innovation is Now event in Milan. 
Your speech was really inspiring for the whole 
organization.”

Alberto Calcagno, CEO, FastWeb.It

Denise has been called “creative 
awesomeness personified” and 
the love from the audience 
doesn’t stop there!

“Loved the closing session 
@denisejacobs — cannot 
thank you enough for 
joining us this year! 
#stc15”

Chris Hester, President of the Society  
for Technical Communication (2015)  

@chris_oh 
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